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ABSTRACT 

 The mobile application platform for customers and service providers is a capstone project 

that aims towards developing a mobile application able to answer the current need for easier 

reachability and interaction between service providers and customers.  

 Motivated towards this goal, the project is oriented towards implementing features that will 

allow customers to find and reach service providers, enable service providers to specify information 

about their work, and allow customers to provide feedback in the form of ratings that are based on 

specific criteria. As a system that targets the diversified people of Morocco and that is meant to 

reduce the overhead recurrent in finding and reaching service providers, an inherent idea behind all 

the requirements is to simplify as much as possible the usability of the features. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 This report is intended to present and record the different aspects involved in the process of 

building a mobile application that links between customers and service providers. The idea behind 

this capstone project was suggested by my supervisor Omar Iraqi Houssaini and is justified by a 

current need for this kind of platform that can connect between service providers and people 

requesting their services.  

 As the project is an automation of real life tasks involved between service providers and 

customers, it is oriented towards being a learning experience in developing the different layers 

composing software applications while bringing a societal impact to the Moroccan society. The 

report covers this in further details and includes the feasibility study of the project, the requirement 

specifications, the steeple analysis, the technology enablers, the design and architecture of the 

system, the implementation and testing, before closing with a conclusion. 
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II. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 

 Following the steps involved in software development, the first phase was devoted for 

gathering the requirements from my supervisor. In this phase the focus was on defining the 

objectives of the application, the functional and non functional requirements.  

 After the requirement specification step, the feasibility study was conducted. In this phase, 

the requirements gathered were analyzed according to their feasibility and choices were made 

concerning the technologies to be used (IDE, programming languages, API’s…). 

 The following step was the design of the system. In this phase, the purpose was to build an 

architecture for the system that will guide and set the structure of the implementation step. 

 In the implementation phase the concern was to build the application and fulfill its 

requirements. After this step, the next phase targeted the testing of the software, which was mainly 

about detecting and solving bugs as well as evaluating the extent at which non functional 

requirements have been met (security, extensibility, performance, …).  
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III. FEASIBILITY STUDY 

The feasibility study considers the costs and risks along with the benefits of building the 

application, then it proceeds in contrasting between these and reporting a conclusion about the 

study’s outcomes. 

Costs and risks: 

Among the costs and risks involved is the time required to build different versions of the application 

for the different operating systems currently in use (Android, iOS, Windows Mobile). While my 

familiarity with mobile development covers iOS and Windows Mobile, I have never tried to work 

on an application for Android. Adding to these risks, as the application is centered on bringing 

together customers and service providers, failing to feed the application with necessary data from 

service providers will render it useless. My past experience with projects involving data from 

people showed me that our society is not very keen on providing information about themselves. 

Also, considering the number of service providers in the country, greater amounts of storage will be 

required as the application grows in demand. Confidentiality, integrity and availability are all 

required as the application has great societal implications. 

Benefits: 

One of the benefits of the application is greater reachability between customers and service 

providers. Customers will be able to find the adequate service providers for their needs by being 

able to select the category of the required service, enter a start and end date for the duration of the 

service, and filter the search results by location and ratings. Service providers will benefit by getting 

work opportunities from customers in the form of notifications that they can confirm. Moreover, by 

involving ratings and displaying previous work pictures, the application can establish a competitive 

environment for service providers that can benefit them as much as it can benefit the customers. 

Feasibility study outcomes: 

While the project does involve costs and risks, they can easily be considered as obstacles that can be 

surmounted. Hence, time will be dedicated to get familiar with Android development if further 

investigation on Xamarin proves it unsuitable for the project, and the application will be designed 

with respect to security and scalability requirements. Getting service providers to use the 

application is a problem recurrent with almost every application and should not in any way stand 
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against fulfilling this project. In addition to this, the benefits clearly justify building such 

application. 

Project Schedule: 

Week Dates Progress

1 18-22/1 Project selection

2 25/1-29/1 Project initial specification

3 1-5/2 Feasibility study and analysis

4 8-12/2 Design and architecture of the system

5-11 15/2-25/3 Development of the application

12 28/3-1/4 Testing

13 11-15/4 Final report

14 18-22/4 Project defense

15 25/4-29/4 Updated final report
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IV. REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION   

IV. 1. Functional Requirements: 

User Account Management: 

1. User registration:   

- The application shall enable users to register into the system by providing their first name, last 

name, email and password. 

2. User authentication: 

- The application shall enable users to authenticate after registration by using their email and 

password. 

3. User sign out: 

- Users shall be able to deactivate their account. 

- Users shall be able to permanently delete their accounts from the system. 

User Profile Management: 

1. User profile creation: 

- The application shall enable users to add the following information to their profile: 

• First name 

• Middle name 

• Last name 

• Phone number 

2. User profile modification: 

- Users shall be able to edit their profiles. 

3. User profile deletion: 

- Users shall be able to delete data previously entered on their profiles. 
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Services Management: 

1. Services creation: 

- The application shall enable users registered under a service provider profile to add the following 

information about the services they provide: 

• The category of the service. 

• General description. 

• Work perimeter. 

• Free time schedule. 

• Previous work pictures. 

- The system shall enable users to evaluate the service by giving feedback in the form of ratings. 

2. Services modification: 

- Service providers shall be able to change information about their services. 

3. Services deletion: 

- Service providers shall be able to remove their services from the system. 

4. Services display: 

- Users of the application shall be able to search services based on their category and sub-category 

and sorted from the closest to the farthest to their location. 

Service Requests Management: 

1. Service request creation: 

- Users shall be able to request services by filling the following information: 

• Service category 

• Service duration: start and end dates. 

• Description about what is needed. 

- Automatic notifications shall be sent to appropriate service providers upon the submission of a 

service request. 

- Notifications shall be sent to service providers chosen by the users. 

- Search results for services shall enable location filters and rating filters. 
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IV. 1. 1. Use Case Diagram 
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IV. 2. Non-Functional Requirements: 

1. Performance  

The application performance should be optimised, response time should be reduced. 

2. Scalability  
Since the system is meant to be used by users around the country, the application should be highly 

scalable; 

4. Integration  

The application shall use Facebook services as a third party services as well as being able to 

integrate other APIs such as Google Maps.  

5. Security  

The system should be secure and information about the users should be protected 

V. STEEPLE ANALYSIS 

 The project is motivated by the idea of making life easier for people when it comes to 

requesting and receiving services, therefore the system can be said to have a societal impact on the 

Moroccan population especially as it aims to enhance the overall productivity between customers 

and service providers. 

 Moreover, the societal impacts of the system are also related to sparing customers from the 

overhead of finding and reaching for appropriate service providers through search filters and the 

ability to browse their profiles and look at pictures of their previous work, providing service 

providers with work opportunities through sent notifications about potential customers, and 

promoting their image through the feedback of their customers.  

 It can be regarded as an indirect societal impact, but the potential of the system also includes 

the creation of a competitive and transparent environment for service providers. As a service 

provider using the application, I will be concerned about the public image my profile describes and 

the reputation expressed by the ratings I received.  

 Even though the project’s repercussions are mainly about societal impacts, something can be 

said about its ethical implications. Potential ethical implications could involve the privacy of the 

users and the protection of the information required from the system. Unfair customer feedback in 

ratings may be expected as the judgment of the different criteria involved in rating service providers 

can be relative from one person to another. Without putting constraints on using the application, 
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total absence of customer feedback is also to be expected. These ethical implications are serious 

concerns as they threaten the societal impacts and may discourage service providers from using the 

application. 

VI. TECHNOLOGY ENABLERS 

VI. 1. SERVER SIDE TECHNOLOGY ENABLERS   

  

 Regarding the technology enablers of the project, NetBeans 8.1 IDE with the Java EE 

platform and Glassfish 4.1 server are used in the application server, while MySQL Workbench is 

The Java programming language was used to 
implement the business logic and the controller on 
server side.

GlassFish server was used to enable communication 
with the database and the mobile interface.

NetBeans IDE 8.1 was used to implement the 
business logic and the controller using JEE and 
GlassFish.

MySQL was used to create and populate the tables 
needed in the database.

MySQL Workbench was the IDE used to implement 
the database.

Notnoop Java APNS was used to communicate with 
Apple Notification Server in order to send 
notifications. 
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used to implement the database, and JDBC is used to link between the business logic and the 

database. Java Persistence API with EclipseLink is used for Object Relational Mapping (ORM), and 

Java API for RESTful Web Services (JAX-RS) is used to expose the functionalities of the system to 

the client side. The system also uses Google Maps Distance Matrix API. 

VI. 2. CLIENT SIDE TECHNOLOGY ENABLERS 

  

 Xcode IDE is used for the iOS application with Objective-C as programming language. The 

Core Location framework is used to get the device location. Besides these, the mobile application 

relies on JSON libraries along with NSURL libraries to send HTTP requests to the server side. 

The Objective C programming Language was used 
to implement the iOS application. Objective C was 
chosen over the newer Apple programming language 
Swift as it is more reliable and benefits from a large 
community of developers already using it.

Xcode IDE 7.3 was used to implement the mobile 
application as it is the standard IDE for Apple 
development. 

The Core Location framework was used to enable 
detecting the device location and using maps to 
display both the service and the user locations.
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VI. 3. OTHER TECHNOLOGY ENABLERS 

 

APNS Tester was used to test wether the notifications 
were being sent to my device or not.

Ngrok was used to create a secure tunnel between my 
server side and my client side using SSL and a generated 
domain name. This tool also enables testing my server 
side responses on a browser and displays JSON objects 
in an organized format.
Adobe Illustrator was used to design interface elements.

Adobe Photoshop was used to complement and adjust 
the work done on Illustrator
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VII. SYSTEM DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE 

VII. 1. System Architecture 

 In order to follow good practice, the system architecture is approached with respect to the 

design principle of separation of concerns. In this way, the application server is designed separately 

from the client side of the system. Inside the application server, the business logic is implemented 

and exposed as a RESTful web service from the web container to the client side.  

 Since one of the requirements of the application is to enable searching for service providers 

based on their location, the business logic of the system consumes Google Maps Web Services. 

 All the resources needed by the application are stored in a MySQL database and converted 

into entity classes using object relational mapping. These resources are persisted through the Java 

persistence framework EclipseLink. 

 The functionalities of the application are implemented first as Plain Old Java Objects, then 

wrapped as Java Beans and exposed in the web container using the Java API for RESTful Web 

Services (JAX-RS) in a JSON format that can be fetched by the client side through web addresses.   

 The client side is where the implementation of the user interface resides along with the 

necessary code to establish the connection with the application server and send HTTP requests. The 

client side is also designed to enable caching of the resources received from the application side. 

 To send notifications to the client side, the Apple Push Notification Services (APNS) are 

called from server side. Once the notifications are received by the Apple Notification Server, they 

are transferred to the targeted devices by using the device tokens specified.  
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System architecture figure 
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VII. 2. Entity Relationship Diagram 

The table below goes over each entity in detail to provide information about its role and its 

attributes. 
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Entity Name Attribute Attribute description Entity description

User

uID (int) The user identifier The user entity is where 
information about users 
of the application is 
stored.

fName (String) The first name of the user

lName (String) The last name of the user

email (String) The email of the user

password (String) The password of the user

userType (String) Defines wether the user is a 
service provider or a customer

Device

serialNumber (String) Upon launching the application, 
the device token is retrieved and 
sent to the server side. This token 
is later on used to send 
notifications targeted to the user 
whose ID is stored in uID below.

The Device entity is used 
to keep a record of the 
phones where the 
application is running 
and their users. The 
assumption is made that 
each user is using the 
application on no more 
than one phone 
(because of capstone 
deadlines).

uID (int) The user ID of the owner of the 
device

Service

sID (int) The service identifier For service providers 
who want to register their 
services in the 
application, the Service 
entity stores their service 
information.
Customers can check 
the service details before 
deciding wether or not to 
contact service 
providers.

serviceOwner (int) Contains the user ID of the service 
owner

phone (String) The phone number where 
customers can call to ask for a 
service

subCategory (String) The exact category of the service

description (String) General description about the 
service

workPerimeter (int) Stores values in Kilometres setting 
the radius inside which the service 
can be reached

latitude (String) The latitude coordinate of the 
service location. At first I set its 
type as BigDecimal, then changed 
it to String which saves a deal of 
storage space.

longitude (String) The longitude coordinate of the 
service location. Same story as 
latitude.

freeTime (String) Service owners can enter the time 
where they are not at work.

qualityRating (int) Rating received by customers 
about the quality of the work. 
Ranges from 0 to 5.

Entity Name
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priceRating (int) Rating received by customers 
about the price. Ranges from 0 to 
5.

punctualityRating (int) Rating received by customers 
about the punctuality. Ranges from 
0 to 5.

friendlinessRating (int) Rating received by customers 
about the friendliness. Meaning by 
that the interaction and ease of 
communication with the service 
provider. Ranges from 0 to 5.

totalRating (int) A cumulative score from the four 
previous ratings. Ranges from 0 to 
5.

distance (String) Stores the distance between the 
customer asking for the service 
and the service location.

ServicePicture

pID (int) The ID of the picture. The service picture entity 
is used to simulate a 
picture catalogue of the 
previous work done by 
the service.

picture (byte[ ]) The data of the picture.

sID (int) The service ID owning the picture.

Category
categoryTitle (String) The title of the category. The Category entity is 

used to categories the 
set of sub-categories 
belonging to it.

SubCategory

categoryTitle (String) The title of the category to which 
the SubCategory belongs.

The SubCategory entity 
is used to categorise the 
set of services falling 
under its sub-category 
title.

subCategoryTitle (String) The title of the sub-category.

Mission

sID (int) The ID of the service in charge of 
the mission

Whenever a customers 
requests a service, a 
mission entity is created 
from the information 
specified in the request.

subCategory (String) The sub-category under which the 
nature of the mission falls.

startingDate (Date) The starting date of the mission.

endingDate (Date) The deadline of the mission.

description (String) Description about what the 
mission is about.

Attribute Attribute description Entity descriptionEntity Name
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VII. 3. Class Diagram 
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 The class diagram represents the classes involved in the implementation of the server side 

along with their attributes and methods. The entity classes are generated from the database tables 

with constructors, getters and setters. The CappService Interface class along with CappServiceImpl 

are the Plain Old Java Objects (POJOs). Underneath these two classes, CappServiceBeanLocal and 

CappServiceBean are the Entity Java Objects (EJBs) and serve to extend the POJO’s, and manage 

the entity classes generated from the database.  

The CappRestService is the controller that exposes the business logic as REST API. The following 

table contains details about the methods implemented inside these classes. 

Method Arguments Method description

createUser()

fName (String) Registers a new user in the system

lName (String)

email (String)

password (String)

saveUserDevice()
serialNumber (String) Receives the device token along with 

the owner of this device and stores 
them in the databaseuID (int)

saveService()

serviceOwner (int) Allows service providers to create and 
modify information about their service.

phone (String)

subCategory (String)

description (String)

workPerimeter (int)

latitude (String)

longitude (String)

freeTime (String)

qualityRating (int)

priceRating (int)

punctualityRating (int)

friendlinessRating (int)

totalRating (int)

distance (String)

saveServicePicture()
picture (byte[ ]) saves pictures of the service

sID (int)

getCategories (void) returns the list of categories available 
in the database.

Method
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getSubCategories()
categoryTitle (String) returns the list of sub-categories 

pertaining to the category specified in 
the argument.

createRequest()

uID (int)

serviceOwner (int)

subCategory (String) Whenever a customers requests a 
service, a mission entity is created 
from the information specified in the 
request.

startingDate (Date)

endingDate (Date)

description (String)

getClosestServices()

subCategory (String) Takes the user coordinates and sends 
it along with the coordinates of 
services to Google Maps Distance 
Matrix API. The JSON response from 
Google Maps API is then parsed to 
retrieve the distance in Kilometres. The 
distances are then saved into the 
database and service are sorted from 
the nearest to the farthest and served 
to the application in JSON format. 

userLocation (String)

rate()

qualityRating (int) Calculates the total rating given by the 
customer by adding the four values 
and dividing them over 4 to get a score 
over 5. The computed value is added 
to the old total score and divided by 
the number of ratings received to end 
up with a new value for the average 
total rating.

priceRating (int)

punctualityRating (int)

friendlinessRating (int)

Arguments Method descriptionMethod
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VII. 4. iOS Application Activity Diagram 
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 To respect the conventions of the MVC model, the client side is solely targeted towards 

displaying the View part of the system and does that in a way that provides the functionalities of the 

server side in the form of activities. The following table describes the main activities: 

Activity Activity Description

Register When the application is launched, the user can 
choose to register a new account.

Login When the application is launched, the user can 
choose to authenticate.

Request Service This activity opens a form that the user can fill.

Send request Once the service request form is filled, the user can 
send the request.

Browse Services This activity starts by prompting the user to choose 
a category

Choose Category The user can choose one of the categories 
displayed

Choose Sub-Category Here the user is asked to specify the sub-category 
of need

Call Service Provider From a list of services sorted by distance, the user 
can choose one in order to see detail information 
about it such as the phone number. When the user 
taps on the phone number, a call is made to that 
number.

Send Notification Aside from calling the service provider, users can 
choose to notify services of their need.

Manage Service Service providers can create and manage their 
services in this activity

Register Service Information Service providers can choose to register the 
modifications they brought to the service information

Browse Missions This activity enables users to check the missions in 
which they have been involved

Choose Mission This activity enables users to see details about 
missions thy have been involved in

Rate Service This activity enables users to rate services

Confirm Rating Enables users to send their ratings to the service
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VIII. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 

VIII. 1. Implementation 
  

 The implementation of the system did not follow any specific order. During the semester I 

was switching between server side, client side, and reading about the many things I had no 

experience working with. After implementing my database and spending frustrating days in the 

configuration of GlassFish server, It was important to establish the connection between my server 

side and my client side using JSON, and because I knew nothing about REST APIs I had to stop and 

do the research then try to apply the things I learned in small methods like the sayHello method that 

I never deleted from my code (and not planning to because of emotional reasons I had when it 

worked). Once I felt comfortable parsing JSON and assigning url paths to my controller methods, 

the next obstacle I had was my lack of knowledge concerning how to create and use named queries 

other than the ones already generated inside my entity classes.  

 At a certain phase of the implementation, I felt that there was no more escaping from 

implementing the getClosestServices method. I spent a lot of time reading about Google Maps 

Distances Matrix API, and tried to play with it and see how it answers the same requests with 

different arguments. When I understood how to get precisely what I need from Google Maps API, I 

implemented the getClosestServices method which took part of my soul before getting its result 

displayed right on the client side. 

 One approaches the client side thinking “meh, it’s just the interface” and then one learns the 

hard way how wrong he was. If I was content dragging and dropping UI elements and filling them 

with no regard to the aesthetics it would have been less difficult. But to be able to see the interface 

exactly the way you want to, you have to hard code most of things and customise what is already 

available. Many times conventions in iOS SDK are in fact rules without which things would not 

work. You simply drag a UITableView and hope to fill it from an array, and good luck having it 

display anything if you don’t implement the whole package of UITableViewDelegate protocols. 

Same goes for a simple UITextView. Don’t get me started on the UINavigationController and 

having to customise a UITableViewCell to enable taking pictures and displaying MapViews. 

 Other times I thought I was not far away from a heart attack. Like the time I messed around 

in GlassFish admin console and changed the ports of the HTTP listeners in some vain attempt to 

solve the most mysterious bug and then my server side wouldn’t work anymore, and wouldn’t let 
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me access the admin console to undo the terrible wrong I did there. Then I learned about the 

domain.xml file in which I could assign the port numbers to their original values again.  

 But I think nothing was harder than getting the Apple Push Notification Services certificate. 

The process is tedious to say the least, but I think it is justified because it only makes sense that you 

should validate your identity by sending CIN, passport, pictures, 99$, to be able to send to any 

iPhone a notification provided you get its token. And I get to brag about how devoted I was to my 

capstone project that I spent 1080 DHs to get the certificate (I just had to mention this somewhere, I 

was trying to figure out where since I started typing the introduction, I wanted my first line to be “I 

paid 1080 DHs for this capstone project”). 

VIII. 2. Testing 

 Testing was done throughout the development process for both the server side and the client 

side. The mobile application is currently installed on an iPhone which takes testing further from the 

limitations of the software simulators as it enables testing of the CoreLocation Framework used to 

detect the device location and also enables testing of notifications, along with other advantages like 

being able to evaluate whether the interface scales to accommodate different screens. But prior to 

testing on the iPhone I had to rely on Xcode’s simulator and Xcode’s debugging tools. As I do not 

have two iPhone to simulate testing from one to another, I used APNS Tester on my mac to send 

notifications to targeted devices.  

 For the server side, I used Ngrok that was a great tool for more than testing. It allowed me to 

create a secure tunnel between my client side and my server side, and generated a temporary 

domain name for my server side which enabled connection to happen from my iPhone to the server 

side. Ngrok also enables keeping track of the server responses from a browser and seeing the JSON 

returned to the client side without having to constantly code print statements to know what is 

happening. 

 Following are pictures of Ngrok running on Terminal console and displaying results on 

Firefox browser: 
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Following are screenshots of the application running on my iPhone: 
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IX. CONCLUSION 
  

 While there is still work to do to optimise the application and implement an Android version 

of it, the Application Platform for Customers and Service Providers serves a tangible need and will 

certainly prove beneficial once deployed and available for download. The advantages of this 

application are without doubt sizeable: Customers will no longer find it difficult to reach the right 

service providers by using it. Service providers will benefit from using the application by 

advertising their services  and making them within the reach of every user of the application. Even 

more, the application also brings the advantage of creating a competitive environment where service 

providers are rated. 

 I always wanted to learn mobile development. The idea of holding in our hands a telephone, 

a music player, an internet browser, an ebook reader, a GPS, a gyroscope, a camera, a finger print 

scanner is amazing to me, but more amazing is the ability to make use of these tools. More amazing 

is calling the GPS of a phone with a set of methods and displaying a map with annotations about the 

user location and destination on it. More amazing is being able to call the camera with a method and 

then storing the picture taken on an imageView. These things might be taken for granted by many 

people, but not by me, I’m still amazed and curious.  

 More than developing a mobile application, I got to practice how to do it the right way. I got 

to learn how to implement all the logic separately from the mobile application and have them 

communicate remotely. To me, this capstone project was a field for experimentations, an 

opportunity to learn as much varied things as possible, and I am more than happy with the amount 

of things I learned. 
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